Dear Client,

Thank you for your enquiry and please see the information on TOA which is located near the Lanseria airport. There are 5 private venues located on the property, 4 with a lapa and boma area as well as braai facilities, and 1 with a boma area for the smaller groups. There is a shared swimming pool. The venue offers TVs (bring your own decoder - no Explorer or HD) in the lapa/boma areas. If your group would like to have an area to play games or sports then there are 3 horse arena’s that can be used on request. They will also provide a large bucket filled with ice to put your drinks into to keep cold.

**Self-catering Prices**

- **Friday night** (Check in at 12pm and out 9am)
  - 8+ people R470pp
  - 15+ people R450pp

- **Saturday night** (Check in at 12pm and out 10am)
  - 8+ people @ R490pp
  - 12+ people @ R470pp
  - 20+ people @ R450pp

- **Day visitors** – R175pp - i.e. guests that do not sleep over but use the facilities and depart by 23H00. This includes girls you arrange yourself and not through WCP.

**Packages based on a Saturday night – (Packages on request for smaller groups)**

1. Minimum of 12+ people: @ R680pp
   - 1 nights Accommodation and venue hire
   - Dinner – lemon or beer chicken & boerewors braai, potato bake, veggies and hot bread rolls
   - Breakfast - Bacon and egg roll, fresh orange juice & coffee

2. Minimum of 20+ people: @ R660pp
   - 1 nights Accommodation and venue hire
   - Dinner – lemon or beer chicken & boerewors braai, potato bake, veggies and hot bread rolls
   - Breakfast - Bacon and egg roll, fresh orange juice & coffee
Catering options and rates - Please make sure that we are advised of dietary requirements (No outside caterers allowed, should you insist then you will be charged a fee of R2000)

A. BREAKFAST per person – Served at 8am in the dining area
   • R100 - English breakfast i.e. orange juice & ice, coffee, scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage, tomato & toast
   • R70 - Bacon and egg roll, orange juice & ice, coffee

B. LUNCH per person
   • R80 – succulent boerewors rolls
   • R95 – Prego rolls (spiced slice of beef on a Portuguese roll)
   • R115 – as above with chips and spice

C. DINNER per person
   • R165 – potjie, pap or rice, veggies and hot bread rolls (we can do a curry potjie with rice etc if requested)
   • R175 – lemon or beer chicken & boerewors braai, potato bake, veggies and hot bread rolls
   • R185 – pork rashers, lemon chicken & boerewors, potato bake, veggies and hot bread rolls
   • R190 – Beef and pork spit for 10 + people but less than 20 people, which consists of marinated rolls of beef and pork
   • R250 – sheep spit, potato bake, salad & bread rolls – 20 people
Activities and Entertainment

1. **Casino Night** – R4700 - poker or black jack table, branded fun money (can place a photo of the bachelor), Croupier, set up and breakdown of equipment, 4 hours playing time and 2 shooter girls for 3 hours.
2. **Casino Night** – R2900 - poker table, branded fun money (can place a photo of the bachelor), Croupier, set up and breakdown of equipment, 4 hours playing time.
3. **Casino Night** – R6500 - poker table, branded fun money (can place a photo of the bachelor), topless dealer, set up and breakdown of equipment, 4 hours playing time.
4. **1 hour topless waitressing and 20 min strip show** – R3000 (dancer comes to the venue)
5. **Topless waitress** – R1000 per hour with a minimum of 3 hours (done at the venue)
6. **Hostesses/shooter girls** – R1800 for 2 girls for 3 hours
7. **Bush Paintball** – R190pp - 200 balls including all safety equipment. Extra balls can be purchased on the day with cash. Minimum of 10 people. - 10 minutes from the venue
9. **Zip Line** – R450pp - total length of 1.3km, made up of 7 slides. Included in the rate is the use of all equipment, guides, refreshments and a R50 discount voucher to be redeemed on any meal and/or drinks at the lodge. All extra costs is for your own account. – 25 minutes from the venue
10. **Beer Tasting** – R170pp - Learn how beer is created, smell the hops, taste the grains and explore the brewing process. You receive 4 pints in the tasting and you will have a table reserved for you outside to have lunch and listen to the live entertainment. - 15 minutes from the venue
11. **Beer/Whiskey and Brandie Tasting** at the venue - Package includes a gift for the Groom (once off Travel fee of R225)
    - Package 1 - 5 craft beers and 5 nuts (or biltong or a mix) – R200 per person for 15+ guys.
    - Package 2 - 5 wines and 5 biltongs – R220 per person for 15+ guys.
    - Package 3 - 5 brandies and 5 biltongs – R270 per person for 15+ guys.
    - Package 4 - 2 craft beers, 2 whiskey, 2 biltong, 1 cigar – R335 per person for 15+ guys.
    - Package 5 - Whisky & Cigar Tasting: R370 per person for 15+ guys.
    - Package 6 - 7 Premium Tequila’s - R385 per person for 15+ guys.
    - Package 7 - 5 Premium Craft Gins paired with 5 different tonics – R410 per person for 15+ guys.

12. **Battle of Bush Chef’s** – R400pp and will take about 3–4 hours (min 8 people)
13. **Paintball/Quad** - R700pp for 200 Balls & 1 Hour trail – 5 minutes from the venue
14. **Quad Trails Guided** - R450pp for 1 hour -5 minutes from the venue
15. **Quad Trails Guided** – R750pp for 2 hour - 5 minutes from the venue
16. **River Rafting** - R390pp for 2 Hour guided - min 2 persons - 5 minutes from the venue
17. **River/Quad combo** - R750pp for 2 Hour River trip & 1 Hour Quad trail - 5 minutes from the venue
18. **River/Quad/Paintball combo** – R1000pp for 2 Hour River, 1 Hour Quad and 200 Balls - 5 minutes from the venue
19. **Tubing** – R220pp (minimum of 8 people) for 1 ½ Hour Tubing on the River - 5 minutes from the venue